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In looking over a thin-section of the alleghanyite-bearing vein
from Bald Knob, Alleghany County, N. C., I was impressed with
the resemblance of the subhedral crystals of alleghanyite to crys_
tals of chondrodite in metamorphic l imestones.

The formula 5MnO.2SiOz was assigned to alleghanyite by Ross
and Kerr.1 The formula of chondrodite is 5MgO.2SiOz.HzO for
the fluorine-free end member. rt then occurred to me that the water
content of alleghanyite might have been overlooked in the original
analysis. Such proves to be the case, for a good closed tube test
for water was obtained from the alleghanyite. rt seemed reasonable,
then, that alleghanyite might be the manganese analogue of
chondrodite with the formula 5MnO.2SiOr.HrO or 2MnzSiOn.
Mn(OH,F)2. A new analysis has been made and the mineral has
been carefully examined in thin-sections. As a result of this study
f am convinced that the formula of alleghanyite is 5MnO.2SiOz.
H2O and not 5 MnO.2SiO: as given byRoss and Kerr. Ross anc
Kerr went to great pains to show that alleghanyite is not tephroite
(2MnOz SiOz), but overlooked its possible relation to other min-
eral groups.

As wil l be seen later, alleghanyite is monoclinic and not ortho_
rhombic as Ross and Kerr state.

The specimens on which this study is based were kindly fur_
nished me by Dr. D. F. Hewett of the united states Geological
Survey, who collected them at the original locality.

Specimens of the alleghanyite-bearing vein have a banded gneiss_
oid appearance with colorless manganian calcite and reddish
alleghanyite. Small black submetallic grains prove to be galaxite.
Thin-sections show a small amount of alabandite, a mineral which
was overlooked by Ross and Kerr. The alabandite is translucent
green in thin fragments and is optically isotropic. It is soluble in
hydrochloric acid with the evolution of hydrogen sulfide. The ala_
bandite is readily distinguished from galaxite in thin-sections when
examined in reflected light. As noted by Hewett and Rove,2 ala_

* Paper presented at the fifteenth annual meeting of the Minerarogical Society
of America, Rochester, N. Y., Decemb er 27, 1934.

L American Minerologist, vol. 17, pp. g-10,1932
2 Econo.mic Geology, vol 25, pp. 36-56, 1930.
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bandite is a widely-distributed mineral in manganese deposits, but

has often been overlooked.

GBonBrntcal- CRYSTALLoGRAPHY
'fhe alleghanyite occurs in small (usually between 0'3 and 1 mm')

subhedral crystals which are ordinarily somewhat rounded. Most

of the crystals are equidimensional with a tendency toward tabular

trace parallel to this face (see Fig.3, upper right center)'
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Frc. 1. Section of twinned alleghany-

ite cut parallel to (100). (/:fast ray;

s: slow ray.)

Frc. 2. Section of twinned alleghany-

ite cut parallel to (010).

Careful search of thin-sections reveals a few sections of euhedral

crystals on which approximate measurements have been made'

Four or five sections essentially like Fig. 1 were noted. This is in-

terpreted as a section approximately parallel to (100), since it

gives parallel extinction to the trace of (001) with the slow ray in

the horizontal position. The outlines of the section are traces of the

(001),  (011) ,  and (O1t)  faces.  The angle (001A011) var ies f rom

7 3 to 7 5" . The corresponding angle for chondrodite is 7 2'2ll' . All

but one of the measured (100) sections are twins with (001) as the

twin-plane. It is possible that in the crystals with sections like

Fig.  i  the form present  is  {111 }  or  even { lz l l }  instead of  {011 f '

but this would not change the value of the angle for this particular

section. The interzonal angle [OtO] n [Ot t ] is the same as jthe inter-

fac ia l  angle (001)  n (011) .

001

e
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One measurable section like Fig. 2 was found. This is a twinned
crystal cut approximately paraliel to (010), for the extinction
angle is near the maximum value. The forms are evidently {001 } ,
{ 101 } ,  and  {101 } .  The  ang le  (001n  101 )  i s  abou t  69o ;  t l e ' . o r . " -
sponding angle for chondrodite is 70"56],.

The  fo rms  {001 } ,  { 011 } ;  { 101 } ,  and  [1Ot  ]  a re  ve ry  common
for chondrodite and one would expect them to be common for the
manganese analogue of chondrodite. The geometrical crystallogra_
phy of alleghanyite as far as can be ascertained seems to be similar
to that of chondrodite. Some of the common forms are the same and
the interfacial angles are similar.

Frc. 3. (X56 diameters.) Subhedral Frc. rt. (X52 diameters.) The same
crystals of alleghanyite in a matrix of as Fig. 3, but taken with crossed nicols
calcite. The opaque mineral is galaxite. to show the polysynthetic twinning.

The symmetrical section shown in Fig. 2 seems to indicate that
alleghanyite is orthorhombic but the oblique extinction proves it
to be monoclinic. It will be recalled that chondrodite is unusual
in that the angle B between the o- and c-axes is 90o. The proba-
bility is that B is also 90o or at least near 90" in alleghanyite.

A great majority of the alleghanyite crystals are twinned as was
emphasized by Ross and Kerr. The twinning is usually polysyn-
thetic, but frequently with only a few lamellae, often a single
twin-seam. The twin-lamellae are broader and not as numerous as
in the average plagioclase section. The twinning is remarkably
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like that shown in thin-sections of chondrodite; it was this observa-

tion that led to the discovery that alleghanyite is the manganese

analogue of chondrodite. The twin-plane is taken as (001) to corre-

spond to the common twin-plane of chondrodite' The photo-

micrographs of Figs. 4 and 6 give a good idea of the twinning in

alleghanyite.
A few sections of peculiar composite twins of alleghanyite were

observed. These are illustrated by Figs. 7 and 8' Only one of these

sections is oriented so as to give an accurate measurement of inter-

facial angles but there seems to be no doubt as to their interpre-

tation. In each of these, two different twin-laws are exemplified.

Frc. 5. (X56.) Subhedral crystals of FrG' 6' (X52') The same as Fig 5'

alleghanyite with opaque galaxite. but taken with crossed nicols to show

the PolYsYnthetic twinning'

hence the section is parallel to (010). The section shown in Fig' 8

is equally inclined to the twin-plane but it is not parallel to (010),

as the extinction angle is only 20o. The angle (001 n001) is equal

to about 68o. In this section the twin-plane must be (305)' The

calculated interfacial angle (001 n001) for chondrodite twinned on
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(305) is 59"52'. The divergence in value of this angle is due to the
fact that the section is not parallel to (010).

Twins with (105) and (305) as twin-planes combined with poly-
synthetic (001) twinning are very characteristic of chondrodite.3'a
The presence of twinning according to the three twin-laws (001),

Ftc.7.  (X56.)  Composi te twin of  Frc.8.  (X56.)  Composi te twin of
alleghanyite taken with crossed nicols. alleghanyite taken with crossed nicols.
The twin-planes are (001) and (105). The twin-planes are (001) and (305).

(105), and (305) knownfor chondrodite, on alleghanyite is strong
corroboration of the view that alleghanyite is the manganese ana-
logue of chondrodite.

fn twins of chondrodite, twin-laws according to (105) and (305)
are often dificult to distinguish from each other, but in this par-
ticular case it is easy to make the distinction on account of the
presence of polysynthetic (001) twinning.

Srnucruner Cnvsrer,r,ocRAprrrr

Powder photographs of alleghanyite were kindly made for me
by -y colleague, Dr. J. L. Hoard of the Chemistry Department,
and, for comparison, also powder photographs of chondrodite from

3 See Rosenbusch-Miigge, Mi.kroskofische Physiogroph,ie der petrographisch-
w,ichtigen M'ineralien, Band I, zdFlelfte, p. M5, Stuttgart, 1927.

a See also Goldschmidt, Atlas der Kryslol,l,formen, Band IV, Tafel 103, Fig. 103,
Hei.del.berg, 1918.
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the Tilly Foster mine, Brewster, N. Y. The chondrodite is a mas-

sive yellow-brown mineral associated with cleavable dolomite,

chlorite, and magnetite. Difiraction patterns of the two minerals

are shown side by side in Figs. 9 and 10. There is distinct similarity

in the two patterns, which points to some relation between the

alleghanyite and chondrodite.

Frc. 9. (upper). Diffraction pattern of aileghanyite.

Frc. 10. (lower). Diffraction pattern of chondrodite.

For some of the better defined lines of the alleghanyite pattern

there are corresponding lines in the chondrodite pattern' In order

to prove this statement the following tabulation is presented:

Tnn DrsraNcr D tn Mrr,r,rlrorERs FRoM THE Znno Bnelr ol Soun ol rttr LrNns or

eN Exr,encno Po'wlrn PsoroGnaPn

No.6

J

8
10
L I
l . )

t 6
1 J

18
19
2 l
23
25

For
Alleghanyite

2 4 . 1
28.O
29.4
3 1 . 8
4 2 . 1
4 3 . 5
4 5 . 0
47 .0
49.O
52.r
5 4 . 0
6 9 . 8

For
Chondrodite

z l  . J

2 9 . s
30 .9
3 2 . 2
4 3 5
4 . ) . 1

+ l  J

4 9 . 0
. ) 1 . . t

5 4 .  6
5 6 . 8
7 1 . 5

Difference

1 . 5
1 . . )

0 . 4
t 4
1 . 6
z . )

2 . 0
2 . 3
2 5
2 . 8
t . 7

A v e . : 1  9 6

The similarity is perhaps not great enough to prove that the two

samples used for the photographs are isomorphous. It is likely that

the Tilly Foster specimen is not chondrodite' but another member

5 The first column gives the arbitrary numbers of I{oss and Kerr.
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of the humite group. The difiraction patterns indicate that alle-
ghanyite is related to the humite group in some way. The chemical
analysis given later proves that alleghanyite is isomorphous with
chondrodite.

Ross and Kerr point out the close similiarity of the diffraction
patterns of alleghanyite and tephroite. Now there is a reasonable
explanation of this similarity and of the practical identity oI some
of the lines. Taylor and West6 have shown that chondrodite is
made up of double layers of MgzSiOa alternating with one layer of
Mg(OH,F)r. So that if tephroite bears the same relation to
alleghanyite that forsterite does to chondrodite, as seems probable,
one would expect the diffraction pattern of alleghanyite to be simi-
lar to that of tephroite.

Oprrcar, Cnvsrar,rocRAPrrY

Most of the subhedral alleghanyite crystals show polysynthetic
twinning when examined in thin-sections between crossed nicols
(see Figs.4 and 6). The twin-plane is (001) since alleghanyite is
in all probability isomorphous with chondrodite. Some sections
give a negative optic-axis interference figure with a rather large
axial angle.T

og
t,

Frc. 11. Optical orientation of alle- Frc. 12. Optical orientation of chon-
ghanyite. This represents a twinned drodite. This represents a twinned crys-
crystal cut parallel to (010). o{a tal cut parallel to (010), a l1a: -26 to
:  - 35o ,  b : y ,  dnB :  - 35 ' .  Ax i a l  - 31 " , b : " / , cAp :  - 26 to  - 31o .  Ax ia l
plane I (010). Optic sign (-). plane I (010). Optic sign (f).

Most of the twinned sections show oblique extinction and the
maximum extinction angle measured from the trace of the twin-

6 Proc.  Roy.  Soc.  (LonCon),  vol .  l l7A,  pp.517-532,1928.
7 According to Ross and Kerr, 2Y:72".

I
00:l

I
001
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plane (001) is about 35o. Ross and Kerr give this angle as 22",but
in various sections many values higher than 22" were found, with
the maximum at 35o. The extinction direction 35o from the trace
of (001) is the faster ray. Other sections twinned on (001) have
parallel or nearly parallel extinction with the trace of the twin-
plane parallel to the slower ray. The optical orientation of alle-
ghanyite, then, is as shown in Fig. 11. This is similar to the optical
orientation of chondrodite (Fig. 12) except that the latter mineral
is optically positive.

The optical properties prove beyond any doubt that alleghanyite
is monoclinic and not orthorhombic. The statement of Ross and

c' 13' rhe seometT*"xlffJffi 'or alleghanvitc

Kerr, "The bilateral symmetry of the twinning in two perpendicu-
lar planes indicates that the mineral [alleghanyite] is ortho-
rhombic," is not at all convincing. If alleghanyite is orthorhombic,
the geometrical orientation would have to be something like that
shown in Fig. 13. The combination of forms would be lh1l\,
lh'01'l and lh"1l" ] as given in the figure. The axes of reference
must be parallel to extinction directions and if the mineral is ortho-
rhombic they must either all be axes of 2-fold symmetry or there
must be two planes of symmetry with a 2-fold axis at their inter-
section. It is clear, therefore, that alleghanyite cannot belong to
any of the three crystal classes of the orthorhombic system.
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CnBlrrcar, ColrposrrroN

fn view of my belief that the chemical formula of alleghanyite
is different from the one given by Ross and Kerr, I thought it
advisable to have a new chemical analysis made. Accordingly, a
sample was prepared by a combination of hand picking, electro-
magnetic separation,8 and separation by Clerici solution. The
sample was not quite pure, but contained small amounts of calcite
and galaxite with a l itt le alabandite.

The analysis was made by Dr. R. B. Ellestad of the Rock Analy-
sis Laboratory of the University of Minnesota with the followinq
results (column I) :

I U Galaxite Calcite Alabandite Alleghanyite
22.75 .3732 .  3732\
0.15 .0018 r8l s75o
0 .75  .007s  .  . . 7s
0.73 .0046 46
1.34 .0239 239
0 .71  .0176  . .  1761

6 7 . 8 s . 9 s 6 6 4 6 . 7 3 . . . . . . . r s 7  . 2 7 .  . s z n l % s s
2.56 .1422 . + (oH) 284r\2ss8
0.30 .0157 r57l
r .92 .0436 239.  .197
0 .  11 .0021 .21

SiOz
TiOz
AlzOs
FezO:
CaO
Mgo
MnO
HrO
F
CO,
S

99.17
Less  O +  F*S:0 .35

Total 98.82

The molecular ratios are given in column If. Assuming the for-
mula of galaxite to be Mn(Al,Fe)2Oa, all the alumina and ferric
oxide and equivalent amounts of manganous oxide are assigned to
galaxite. The sulfur is allotted to alabandite. All the l ime and an
amount of manganous oxide equivalent to the rest of the carbon
dioxide is assigned to the manganian calcite. The remainder of the
manganous oxide plus the magnesia is left for alleghanyite. The
titanias is combined with the silica. The water is calculated as
hydroxyl in order that the fluorine may be combined with it.

The ratios, then, are 9399 MnO:3750 SiOr:2999(OH,F). Since

8 The galaxite has a greater magnetic susceptibility than alleghanyite.
e rt will be recalled that the so-called "titanolivin" is a titanian clinohumite;

it is therefore not surprising to find titanium in alleghanyite.
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the formula of the manganese analogue of chondrodite is 4MnO

.2SiOz'Mn(OH,F)z the ratios for alleghanyite may be expressed

as:  7500MnO'3750SiOz 1470Mn'2998(OH,F),  which is  equiva-

lent  to  a(1S75)MnO'2(1875)SiOz 1(1485)Mn(OH,F),  or  4MnO
'2SiOr '0.79Mn(OH,F)2.10 This is  very c lose to 4MnO'2SiOz
.1Mn(OH,F)2. There is a slight deficiency of combined hydroxyl

and fluorine, which is probably due to inaccuracy in the fluorine

determination. It will be noted that the summation of the analysis

is rather low.
This new analysis (SMnO:2SiO, confirms the 5MnO:2SiOz

ratio of the analyses given by Ross and Kerr. But the presence

of water and fluorine in the mineral establishes the formula as

2MnrSiO+ Mn(OH,F)2, which together with the crystallographic

properties proves that alleghanyite is isomorphous with chondro-

dite. The theoretical composition of 2MnrSiO+'Mn(OH)'9 is

MnO:71.90,  SiO2:24.45,  IJ2O:3.65;  and for  2MnzSiOa MnFz

i t  is  MnO:71.32,  SiOz:  24.25,  F:7 -62;  Tota l :  103'21-3 '21

( O + F ) : 1 0 0 . 0 0 .

SulrlranY ol OBSERVATToNS

The various arguments in support of the view that alleghanyite

is the manganese analogue of chondrodite may be summarized

thus:

1. Alleghanyite is monoclinic with B@ Ac) either equal or nearly

equal to 
-90o 

attd with observed forms the same as some of the

common forms of chondrodite'

2. The polysynthetic twins after (001) and the composite twins

after (001i and (105) and after (001) and (305) are remarkably

like those of chondrod,ite. The three twin-laws [(001), (105), and

(305)] known for chondrod.ite are also the twin-laws for alleghany-

ite.

3. The diffraction pattern of alleghanyite is remarkably similar

to that of chondrodite (or other member of the humite group)'

4. The
tephorite,

diffraction pattern of alleghanyite is much like that of

as it should be, since the internal structures of the

r0 1485 is the average of 1470 and one-half of299't'
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analogous pair of minerals, chondrodite and forsterite, have much
in common.

5. The 5MnO:2SiOz ratio of alleghanyite corresponds to the
5MgO:2SiO: ratio of chondrodite.

6. A small amount of titania recalls the existence of titanium-
bearing clinohumite (,,t i tanolivin").

7. The presence of water (hydroxyl) and fluorine in alleghanyite
is matched by the presence of water and fiuorine in chondrodite.

8. The ratios obtained from a new chemical analysis of alle-
ghanyite agree better with the formula 2MnzSiOa.Mn(OH,F),
than they do with any other formula.

In view of the foregoing facts, there seems to be no doubt that
alleghanyite is a monoclinic mineral with the formula 2MnrSiOr.
Mn(OH,F)2 and hence is isomorphous with chondrodite,
2MgrS iO+ 'Mg(OH,F ) , .

Suuueny ol ConnBcrnt Dere lon Ar,lBcuANyrrE

Formula : 2MnzSiO+. Mn(OH,F)2
Sp .  Gr . : 4 .020

Crysta l  system: Monocl in ic ;  lg :  or  ca. :90"
F o r m s :  { 0 0 1 } ,  { 0 1 1 } ,  { 1 0 1 } ,  { 1 0 1 }

Tw in -Laws :  {001 } ,  { 105  } ,  { 305  }
I nd i ces  o f  Re f rac t i on i  nd :1 .756 ,  nB : I . 780 ,  n r : t . J92

Biref ringenc e i n, - n, : Q,QJ(,
Optical Character: (-)
Optic Axial Angle: 2Y:72"

Optical Orientation: a /1a: -35o, 6:7, 6. y\B: -3go
Optic Axial Plane: I(010).


